Run 2202, The Turkish Revenge. 30 April 12.
Hares, Tinkerbell and Casanova. Samuel St, Camp Hill.
Mixing it with the Story Bridge traffic was good practise for the Woolies car park Rally and
find a park. Multiple Choice confidently slammed the big 4wd in reverse to claim a good one,
the Northside car pool had a bigger walk, probably needed after 5 fit Hashmen squeezed into
a Mazdaratti 3 for the cross city trip. Glorious Leader Scruffy was revving up the masses with
a welcome and plea not to loose Travis, who just met Tinkerbell and Casanova while out
setting the run.
We did a large loop of the Shops, a good CB caught most including Miles who was loudly
yelling it must be on back to Samuel Rd when Optus found the side street in perfect timing
called on on. We did lots of fence jumping around the school before we were rewarded with a
regroup and Alcoholic Punch ominously at the entrance to the run up the big hill. Guest
Travis was doing his share of false checks and complained the FRT kept giving him the false
ones. A quick Craft song then on up the hill, only to catch the pack again with a big CB so
back down and turn right through the bush. Congratulations to the Hares, the amount of flour
left on the ground could have fed an African Village for a year so at least we didn’t get lost
while they starve. Miles was having another good whinge that the Hares stole his planned run
for 2 weeks time, get ready to do it in reverse then. Another good RG on the track used
another few tonnes of flour, but we managed to get 16 runners with Luffty and Multiple just
sneaking in as we left for the track to the summit. It was good running country with some
moon light to help find the Gazebo at Whites Hill only 120metres up, felt like more. Time
was running out , it was 1910 and look who arrives from the other way, Tinkerbell, just to
make sure we didn’t waste time and get him iced for a >60 min run. One last song then down
to the Burbs, bitumen and a fast finish for Bugs and crew.
XXXX drove the trusty Toyota to the little park with the refreshments and ice blocks at just
over the hour so all was good with the world. Travis being unbiast, was chosen by Scruffy to
judge the run. It was a winner, so all 3 received a down down reward. Anchovy was iced for
the tone of his email, suggesting poor old Kreepy, all banged up in the R B Hospital had no
commitment for not setting next week’s run.

Bugs has now stepped up and moved it to Taigum. Our Hash Monk now with long hair and
approaching 75 seemed even wiser/crazier and led an inquisition to find the bare arsed
Hashman on a cold Stanthorpe night. After a quick line up, Royal Screw was judged the
offending arse and iced. Lay up joined him on the next block for another email crime,
including his brother Bren Gun on the list to say they were having a surprise birthday for
Bren Gun.*** This crime seemed worthy of the SOTW Lay Up was a clear winner over
Royal and Anchovy.

On in to the BWS and your choice of fine Curry or Pizza and a seat on the verandah with 20
or so diners was a good end to a good run.

Run 2202, Well set, good country, plenty of flour and stole Miles run, 9.5
Circle,
Cold beer and ice and good laughs,
9.0
Food,

Dunno but curry looked all right,

7.0

